GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR MINISTRIES & INFRASTRUCTURES FOR PEACE

GAMIP SUMMIT 2022

Theme: Culture of Peace in Action

Associated with the UNIVERSIDAD PEDAGÓGICA Y TECNOLÓGICA DE TUNJA / School of Law and Social Sciences / TUNJA, Boyacá - Colombia
Tunja, Boyacá - October 3rd to 7th, 2022
Summit Format: Virtual and In Person

Concurrent Event:

“I AM PEACE”
Short Film Forum 2022

Registration Link for Attendees to the GAMIP Summit 2022 and the GAMIP Global Short Film Forum Virtual and In-Person:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf9p18olkxCapGkS9uncnYxqEB3oUBWyS22oDrJIlNeCCluM A/viewform

General Objective

Promote actions related to the construction of Culture of Peace, in accordance with UN Resolution A - 53/243, as well as planning programs towards the creation of Ministries, Infrastructures of Peace and Defense of Human Rights.
Specific Objectives for Culture of Peace in Action

1. Develop activities and raise awareness on Peace practices, movements and themes issues at government, social and academic level (linkages with youth, gender, ethnic groups, civil society requirements, etc.).
2. To link the field of building Culture of Peace with Participatory Democracy, Citizenship and Defense of Human Rights.
3. To establish an ongoing summit component to include a Film Forum of GAMIP Film Media + Arts supported with a scholarship award for Youth voice and impact.
4. To elaborate a Report on the Conference proceedings including a collective Declaration and proposals of attendees as well as a concrete agenda on the next steps to be taken.

PREVIOUS EVENTS and ACTIVITIES related to the VII GAMIP SUMMIT 2022


d) June - August 2022 - Virtual Course: LATIONAMERICAN REGION - GAMIP Latin America and the Caribbean in alliance with Casa de Pax Cultura (Argentina) and the Latin American Foundation Objective 16 (Argentina). Post-Graduate Course: Restaurative Habilities for Building Culture of Peace.

f) **August - December 2022** - LATIONAMERICAN REGION - GAMIP ALC, Universidad Modelo (México) and the Human Rights Center at the Universidad La Serena (Chile). **Virtual Course**. **Diplomatura**: Pedagogy for Building Culture of Peace, Citizenship and the Defense of Human Rights.

g) **September 7 - 9, 2022** - COLOMBIA, Medellín.

h) **September 15, 2022** - COLOMBIA, Ibagué.
   University of Tolima, Ibagué. **Conference**: When the truth is uncomfortable, but necessary. Socialization of the Final Report of the Truth Commission.

i) **September 16th 2022** - COLOMBIA - Tunja.
   **In person**: Youth Meeting titled Youngsters Building Culture of Peace. In person activity launched by the Foundation Schools for Peace and the School of Law, University Juan de Castellanos.

j) **September 21, 2022** - COLOMBIA - Tunja.

**EVENTS and POST ACTIVITIES related to the VII GAMIP SUMMIT 2022**

a) **October 10 - 11, 2022** – COLOMBIA - Tunja.
   GAMIP ALC with the National Institute of Legal Medicine and Forensic Sciences of Boyacá. **Seminar**: Exchange of Experiences in Restorative Practices. Organized by Master in Human Rights UPTC.
b) 3 - 4 November – COLOMBIA - Department of Boyacá. GAMIP ALC in agreement with Gernika Gogoratuz, Basque Country. WORKSHOP: MemoriaLab

Pre - Summit Program (Virtual)

a) September 26th, 2022 - 09:00-12:00

Pre-Conference Program (Virtual)
Basic Orientation Course on GAMIP and its perspective on Peace Building. Instructor: Paul Maillet (Canada)

b) September 27th, 2022 - 14:00 - 15:30

“I AM PEACE” Film Forum REGISTER Here: All participants must register to attend in person or online to attain Special Film Forum Access.

Registration Link for Attendees to the GAMIP Summit 2022 and the GAMIP Global Short Film Forum Virtual and In-Person:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf9p18olkxCapGkS9uncnYxqEB3oUBWyS22oDrJIlnNeCCluM
A/viewform

For Official Selections + Film Forum Screening Schedules visit:
http://gamip.org/elementor-1283 /

“I AM PEACE” 2022
GAMIP Global Short Film Forum:
Georgina Galanis Forum Director, Gil Agnew, Moderator
GRIT - GRACE - The GOALS
Opening Film Forum Screening
Forum Fireside Chats with Peace Influencers + Solutionaries

October 2nd - Arrival of attendees and delegates. Transfer Bogotá – Tunja UPTC buses
DAY 1 - October 3rd / Opening Day. SUMMIT BEGINS

Morning

● 09:00 - 18:00 Registration of delegates and participants.

● 09:00 - 12:00 Meeting of the Summit planning committee and volunteers. (In person) / Meeting Room - Faculty of Law – UPTC. General Coordinators: Alicia Cabezudo / Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa.

- Summit Commission Planning Meeting / Final Program Review.
- Volunteers Meeting / Instructions for Volunteers and Translators.
- Tour of the spaces to be used during the Summit: classrooms, theatres, meeting rooms, Mensa, etc.

● 12:30 - 14:00 Lunch Break

Afternoon

● 14:00 - 15:15 Opening of the GAMIP - UPTC Summit.

- Welcome by the authorities of the UPTC
  Rector Dr. Oscar Hernán Ramírez, Vice-Rector for Research Dr. Enrique Vera López, Director of the Master’s Program in Human Rights Dr. Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa, Dean of the Faculty of Law and Social Sciences Dr. Leonel Antonio Vega Pérez.

- Welcome by the Authorities of the Global Alliance for Ministries and Infrastructures for Peace - GAMIP
  GAMIP President Dr. Oseremen Irene (Nigeria), Film Forum Representative Gil Agnew (United States) and Marcela Montero (Mexico).
Welcome and Presentation Representative of the Truth Commission - Colombia and of the Final Report 2022 Dr. Fernando Cruz - Virtual.

Welcome by the Latin American Network for Human Rights Education Professor Matías Penhos, University of Quilmes (Argentina).

Welcome by the Youth.
Winner Ogogo Secretary General of the National Association of Students of Peace and Conflict (Nigeria).
Dave Mayoral Student in Educational Innovation, Human Rights and Activism - Universidad Anáhuac (Mexico).
Liliana Barrera Gutiérrez Student Representative of the Master in Human Rights and Social Justice Research Group Primo Levi - UPTC (Colombia).

Keynote Speaker David Adams and Roberto Mercadillo Presentation of the Declaration for the Transition to a Culture of Peace in the XXI Century.

Details of the Program and Methodology / Areas of work / Schedule and General Information. Alicia Cabezudo and Elieth Zeledón III / GAMIP ALC, Angélica Becerra Cepeda / UPTC

**15:15 - 19:00** Tables / Workshops

**TABLE - WORKSHOP I** BUILDING CULTURE OF PEACE
Moderator: Zulma Mongui

**TABLE - WORKSHOP II** EDUCATION
Moderator: Alicia Cabezudo

**TABLE - WORKSHOP III** HUMAN RIGHTS 1
Moderators: Sergio Acevedo Cristian López Matías Penhos

**TABLE - WORKSHOP IV** HUMAN RIGHTS 2
Moderators: Sergio López Fernando Gamboa

Contact us: Angélica María Becerra gamip.summit@uptc.edu.co Vilma A. Vega Monsalve gamipamericalatina@gmail.com
• 19:00 – 20:00 Cultural presentation. Colombian Music / School of Arts – UPTC

• 17:00 – 20:00

GAMIP Global Short Film Forum LAUNCH:
Gil Agnew, Moderator (in person)
Georgina Galanis, Co-Moderator (Virtual)

Forum Fireside Chats with Peace Influencers + Solutionaries.

Pre-screening PEACE CENTERING PRACTICE by Dehanna Rice, Breath Body Mind Wellness Practitioner.

DAY 2 - October 4th

Morning

• 08:00 - 15:00 Registration of participants.

• 9:00 - 11:00 Morning plenary session
Moderator Estela Tustanovsky - GAMIP ALC.

• Keynote Speaker Professor Dr. Anita Yudkin Suliveres (Puerto Rico)
Director of the UNESCO Chair in Peace and Human Rights, National University of Puerto Rico.

• Evelyn Voigt - GAMIP and Civilian Peace Service Canada (Canada).
The Culture of Peace, peaceful interaction, and a Global Resolution.

• Presentation of the Flag of Peace Estela Tustanovsky - GAMIP ALC and Casa de la Pax Cultura (Argentina).

Contact us: Angélica María Becerra gamip.summit@uptc.edu.co
Vilma A. Vega Monsalve gamipamericalatina@gmail.com
Keynote Speaker. Dr. Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa – UPTC. "What UPTC does in the field of Peace and Human Rights" Programs / Courses / Field Activities / Projects.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

- 11:00 - 11:30 Coffee break
- 11:30 - 13:00

Education for Cultures of Peace and Youth Action.
Topic presentation: Amada Benavides (Colombia) Fundación Escuelas de Paz - FEP - (Colombia) and youth representation.

PANEL: Cultures of Peace and Youth Action. Youth representatives: Representative of UNOY Latin America and Africa Winner Ogogo (Nigeria, Cameroon); Kasha Slavner, activist of Generation Z (Canada) / Dave Mayoral (México) and Representatives of Latin American Youth groups. Activity coordinated by the Fundación Escuelas de Paz – FEP / Colombia.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

- 13:00 - 14:00 Lunch Break

Afternoon

- 14:00 - 16:45 Tables / Workshops

TABLE - WORKSHOP V JUSTICE
Moderators: Leonel Antonio Vega Pérez
Yair Fonseca González

TABLE - WORKSHOP VI SOVEREIGNTY
Moderator: Carlos Donatti
TABLE - WORKSHOP VII  **CONFLICTS - CONFLICT RESOLUTION**
Moderator: Diana de la Rúa Eugenio

TABLE - WORKSHOP VIII  **ENVIRONMENT – BIODIVERSITY AND LANDS**
Moderators: Clara Inés Domínguez
Camilo Aldana
Ricardo Gómez

- 18:00 – 19:00  Colombian Cultural Night - UPTC
- 17:00 – 20:00

"I AM PEACE" 2022
GAMIP Global Short Film Forum:
Gil Agnew, Moderator - Georgina Galanis, Co-Moderator.
GRIT - GRACE - The GOALS
Forum Fireside Chats with Peace Influencers + Solutionaries

DAY 3 - October 5th

Morning

- 8:00 - 9:15

"I AM PEACE" 2022 Film Forum Screening
Gil Agnew, Moderator LIVE
“Coffee Youth for Peace” Chat

- 9:15 - 12:00  Tables / Workshops

TABLE WORKSHOP IX  **BIOETHICS**
Moderators: Liliana Barrera
María Estela

ROUND TABLE WORKSHOP X  **SOCIAL MOVEMENTS**
Moderator: Edgard Robles

Contact us: Angélica María Becerra  gamip.summit@uptc.edu.co
Vilma A. Vega Monsalve  gamipamericalatina@gmail.com
TABLE WORKSHOP XI  COMMUNICATION and PEACE  
Moderator: Federico Sanri

ROUND TABLE WORKSHOP XII  OMBUDSMAN - NEW JUSTICE ALTERNATIVES  
Moderators: Nelson Andrés Villabona  
Marta Paillet

- 12:00 - 13:30  Lunch Break  

Afternoon

- 13:30 - 17:30  PLENARY SESSION

- 13:30 - 14:30  Brief report of each TABLE - WORKSHOP

- 14:30 - 15:00  Summary of main ideas and proposals of each WORKSHOP - TABLE

- 15:00 - 17:30  Final Conclusions  
Reading of the Declaration of the VII GAMIP 2022 Summit.  
Reading of the Final Document GAMIP 2022.  
Moderators: Federico Sanri - UPTC and  
Alicia Cabezudo - GAMIP ALC

- 18:00 - 19:00  Colombian Cultural Evening - UPTC

- 17:00 - 20:00  
Digital Storytelling 1.5 Degrees of Peace Trailer - Youth gathering and discussion lead by Activist Canadian Filmmaker - Kasha Sequoia Slavner, Founder of The Global Sunrise Project, Marla Slaver, Impact Producer.  
Screening Award Winning Documentary - The Sunrise Storyteller - followed by Forum Fireside Chat with Peace Influencers.  
Moderators: Gil Agnew (in person) y Georgina Galanis (virtual).

- Highlighted for possible press Release and Social Media of the Summit.
DAY 4 - October 6th GAMIP INTERNAL MEETING and FUTURE PLANNING

Morning

- 08:00 - 9:00

Film Forum Desayuno Screening
Café para la Paz "I AM PEACE"
Screening and moderated talk
By Marcela Montero and Prof. Antonio Parra.
Moderator Gil Agnew.

- 9:00-12:00

Organization of GAMIP, Countries and Regional Chapters.
Moderators: Prince Oseremen Irene & Paul Maillet
Secretaries: Evelyn Voigt & Vilma Vega

a) Brief presentations by GAMIP Chapters and country representatives in attendance.

b) Presentation of activities of GAMIP Latin America and the Caribbean - LAC,
European Chapter, Canada Chapter, USA Chapter, Cameroon Chapter.

c) Small groups by regions or countries. Discussion coordinated by one
Moderator and one Secretary.

d) Possibilities of Joint Projects and Programs between UPTC, GAMIP International,
GAMIP ALC, and others chapters - countries.

e) Conclusions. Recommendations.
Afternoon

- **12:00 - 13:30** CLOSING OF THE SUMMIT.
  - Prince Oseremen Irene - GAMIP Internacional
  - Alicia Cabezudo - GAMIP ALC
  - Dr. Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa - Director of Master in Human Rights.
  - Dr. Leonel Antonio Vega Pérez - Dean of the Faculty of Law and Social Sciences.
  - Reading the SUMMIT Declaration.
  - Farewell to attendants.

- **13:30 - 14:30** Free lunch at UPTC Cafeteria

- **15:00 - 18:00** DEPARTURE TO BOGOTA.

- **17:00 – 20:00**

  “I AM PEACE” 2022
  GAMIP Global Short Film Forum:
  Gil Agnew, Moderator - Georgina Galanis, Co-Moderator.
  GRIT - GRACE - The GOALS
  Forum Sunset Chats with Peace Influencers + Solutionaries

“I AM PEACE” Forum Note: On site Summit Attendees are leaving for Bogota on Oct 6. Film screenings continue that night and Oct 7 th. for online registrants.

Peace Greeting - Safe Travels I AM PEACE -YOU are PEACE 2gether we Gather “PEACE IN ACTION”

- Tour through Boyacá / Cundinamarca Regions.
- Arrival in Bogota.
- Lodging in hotels in Bogota.

Contact us: Angélica María Becerra  gamip.summit@uptc.edu.co
Vilma A. Vega Monsalve  gamipamericalatina@gmail.com
**Day 5 - October 7th**  
**Visit to Colombia’s Congress**

**Morning**

- **9:00 - 12:00**  
  Visit to the Congress of the Republic.  
  Meeting with Congressmen.

- **Presentations before Congress:**
  
  Dean of the Faculty of Law and Social Sciences - UPTC.  
  Dr. Leonel Antonio Vega Pérez.

  Director of the Master’s Degree in Human Rights - UPTC.  
  Dr. Luis Bernardo Díaz Gamboa.

  Dr. Oseremen Irene, President of GAMIP International (Nigeria).

  Paul Maillet, GAMIP International (Canada).

  Marta Paillet, GAMIP ALC (Argentina).  
  Youth Representative.

- **Presentation of UPTC and GAMIP SUMMIT.**  
  Objectives and action taken.  
  Alicia Cabezudo, GAMIP ALC (Argentina - Colombia).

- **Conclusions and Reading of the Declaration of the VII GAMIP 2022 Summit.**

**This visit will be broadcasted by the Channel of the Congress of the Republic;  
Channel 2 of Cali;  
Radio and TV Departments of the UPTC.**

**Afternoon**

- **13:00 - 14:30**  
  Sightseeing tour of downtown and Old Bogota.
17:00 – 20:00 Continua Film Forum en Formato Virtual.

“I AM PEACE” 2022
GAMIP Global Short Film Forum:
Gil Agnew, Moderator - Georgina Galanis, Co-Moderator.
GRIT - GRACE - The GOALS

Forum Sunset Chats with Peace Influencers + Solutionaries

“I AM PEACE” Forum Note: On site Summit Attendees are leaving for Bogota on Oct 6. Film screenings continue that night and Oct 7th for online registrants.

Peace Greeting - Safe Travels I AM PEACE - YOU are PEACE 2gether we Gather “PEACE IN ACTION”

END OF GAMIP 2022 SUMMIT